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Swim club is making waves
Page 13

A SECOND CHA NCE

McKenzie Lakey/The Observer

Tyler Fulgham is required to show up to drug court at 5 p.m. every Tuesday. Here, participants get one-on-one time with Judge Scott Sparks and Emily Brown to discuss how treatment has been going that week.

Kittitas County Drug Court has helped about 70 users get and stay clean – felony free
By Jonathan Glover

editor@cwuobserver.com | @glovertrain

Tyler Fulgham was 16 years old the
first time he smoked meth. He had just
gotten out of church when one of his
friends handed him a pipe and told him
to smoke it.
Fulgham didn’t recognize the smooth,
rocky chunks filling the bowl. They almost looked like rock candy. So he asked
his friend what it was.
“It’s glass,” his friend replied.
Fulgham smoked it. And for the next
decade and a half, Fulgham continued to

smoke it.
“I really wasn’t getting any“A lot of addicts will say that you’re where in my life,” he says.
always trying to get back to that first “So I thought, ‘What the hell?’”
high,” he says.
Late last year,
By the time he
Fulgham applied to
was pushing into his
Kittitas County Drug
I’m blessed with a chance Court – a special
30s, Fulgham’s past
had finally caught
to do this. I’m 31 and I don’t court that absolves
up to him. A string
want to spend the next four drug-related felony
of DUIs landed him
charges after a gruyears of my life in jail.
in jail in 2013, and
eling sober treatment
-Tyler Fulgham
rather than take the
course. It’s not open
hit of a felony on his
to just anyone and it’s
record, Fulgham decided it might be a hard, but Fulgham applied anyway.
good idea to finally get clean.
On Dec. 22, 2015, he got in and

“

”

joined about 15 other individuals working to remove a felony from their record
and a lifestyle ingrained in their heads.
Like the name suggests, the special
court exists to offer treatment to drug users, rather than simply handing down a
jail sentence. For Fulgham, that meant a
second chance at life.
“I’m blessed with a chance to do this,”
says Fulgham, who started school full time
last quarter at Central. “I’m 31 and I don’t
want to spend the next four years of
my life in jail.”
- See “Court” pages 8 & 9

Cannabis Central opens newer, bigger store Central is ready to Rock against Rape
Elliott Llera

LleraE@cwu.edu | @ElliottLlera

Ellensburg’s first recreational marijuana store, Cannabis Central, is officially open for business in a new building just
yards away from its original location.
According to owner Rob Hendrix,
the need for a new building presented itself within days of his old shop’s
grand opening.
“We opened on August 25, 2015,
and I decided that we needed to expand

around September 1, 2015,” Hendrix
said with a laugh. “There just wasn’t
enough space.”
The space issue caused several problems.
“We had no back-stock capability so we were constantly having to be
resupplied,” Hendrix said. “Now we’ll
be able to make major purchases and get
good buys.”

- See “Cannabis” page 2

Sarah Hoot
HootS@cwu.edu

Sexual assault is an uncomfortable
subject, but Central’s Wellness Center is
working to bring this topic into the light
with its annual Rock Against Rape next
Wednesday, April 27.
The event has grown over the eight
years that it has been put on. This year
the center is expecting to have around
400 people in attendance.

According to Baylee Beutel, senior interdisciplinary studies major, the purpose
of Rock Against Rape is to raise awareness about rape both on campus and in
the community, as well as to encourage
activism and change in the environment.
Beutel is in charge of organizing the
event this year, but the last two years she
worked as a volunteer.
- See “Rock” page 10
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C a nn a bi s C e n t r al f i n d s i t s ‘ A p o l l o ’

Nic Cooper/The Observer

Cannabis Central opened up its new shop recently and will start offering medical marijuana along with recreational on July 1.

“Cannabis” from page 1

According to Hendrix, the
lack of space also complicated
business operations with processors. With no storage, employees
had to merchandise products
immediately, meaning deliveries
could often only be taken early
in the morning.
“There were many days
where we’d be getting to work at
8 a.m. to accommodate everyone’s schedules so we could accept the delivery, get it paid for,
and have it up in the store by 10
a.m.,” Hendrix said. “They all
worked with me though.”
The new shop is a former
residency on West University
Way that was occupied as recently as last fall. At the beginning of the year, Hendrix purchased the property and started
the process of converting it from
a house to a retail outlet.
The store’s opening was
delayed when the Washington
State Liquor and Cannabis
Control Board required Hendrix to file the move as a “change
of location” rather than a mere

“change of operating plan.”
Hendrix thought the process
would move quickly considering
the new store is on the same parcel of land, owned by the same
property owner, and even has
the same basic address.
“My goal originally was to
be open on March 14,” Hendrix said. “But two weeks in, we
found out that they were going
to insist that we do a change of
location, which gives us an entirely new license number and
makes us go through all of the
steps that you would if you were
getting a brand new license.”
The impending merger
of the recreational and medicinal marijuana markets
also contributed to Hendrix’s
urgency to upgrade space.
On July 1, medical patients
will be able to buy their marijuana at recreational shops.
When the state started accepting applications for medical
endorsements, Hendrix said he
immediately raised his hand to
get on board.
“The legitimate medical patients, I love those people and
I want to take care of them as
best I can because they need it,”
he said. “If we can help some-

one’s quality of life, I mean how
do you put a price tag on that?”
Since the new store was formerly a house, Hendrix knew
he’d be able to utilize one of the
existing walls as a barrier between the recreational and medical sides of the shop.
“The building just lends
itself naturally. I knew in the
back of my mind that it’d be
perfect,” he said. “I wanted separation for patient privacy so
maybe if we’ve got a 65-yearold PTSD sufferer, we’ll be
able to sit in here and talk for
a little bit without being right
next to the 21-year-old studs
who just want to get stoned.”
After the initial opening
week, Hendrix said customers
are overwhelmingly happy with
the new location and the larger
selection of products available.
Still, he says he’ll miss the
charm of his first store.
“I
loved
that
little
210-square-foot shop,” he said.
“Nobody generated more tax
money per square foot than that
place. It was terribly efficient
and got us off the ground as a
business. It was our little Mercury but now this is our Apollo.”

OBSERVER STAFF

I’ve spent many hours thinking – thiking about what I would
write here. Thinking about what
I would say. Thinking about
how to move on.
Last weekend was one of
the hardest weekends of my life.
Not because I felt cornered – actually, we’ll get to that – but because I felt so bad for everybody
I had personally hurt with the
addition of the “We Observed
You” column into the paper.
I’m not looking for sympathy and I really don’t deserve
any. I’m just trying to level with
everyone: It’s not easy knowing
you’ve pissed off many members
of our campus and community
population, and it’s even harder
knowing you’re 100 percent in
the wrong for doing so.
It’s hardest knowing that Ian
(the person we photographed
and wrote about) didn’t deserve
in any way, shape or form, the
publicity he got with our childish column. And for that, I’m
deeply sorry.
The formal, written apology
can be found in our “Scene” section, on page 10 (where the “We
Observed You” would normally go). Read it, reflect and ask
yourself if it’s enough. Because
honestly, I’m not sure anymore.
We’ll see if my apologizing
and an addition of a new, much
better column that celebrates
the community works in some
fashion. But I have a sneaking
suspicion, however, that some of
you hated us or me long before
that column was even written.
On Saturday, some pretty awful shit was said about
me and the Observer. On
Yik Yak (I know, a font of human compassion) people said
we should be defunded and
that I should lose my job.
On Facebook, people denounced us for our “skewed
reports” or that we have
“rarely anything interesting
to say.” I get it, you’re mad,
but come on. Really?
What about our news editor,
Julia Moreno’s well-written and
beautiful piece on anti-Muslim
bigotry on Central’s campus?
That was “skewed” and not interesting? How many people actually read it? It’s a fucking good
story and it means something.
It means so much in fact that
the Physics Department held
a meeting to address the problem of racism against Muslims
on campus, since they have the
highest percentage of Mus-
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Deck

lim students in their program.
So when you say that we have
nothing interesting to say, does
this come to mind?
What about our sexual-health advice column written
by a Ph.D? Is that not interesting too? Here we have a professor literally going out of her way
to help students with something
not a lot of people are comfortable talking about, and you call
us not interesting or skewed?
You claim we should do
more to help our community,
but how does a sexual-health
advice column not help? We’ve
Facebooked out her email multiple times, and she’s received
zero responses. How do stories uncovering bigotry and
uplifting students not help? If
you want us to help, you have
to help us help you.
We made a huge mistake
(really, it was) and it received a
bunch of backlash. But when
we do something positive, you
all don’t seem to care that much.
Do you know how many 1-star
reviews we received on Facebook because of our awful “We
Observed You” column? Ten.
Do you know how many
comments were on Julia’s story,
which featured two harrowing
accounts of racism targeted at
Muslim students recounted by
two heroic and brave individuals? Two. And one was from a
community member who said
she wanted to see facts related to racism of Muslim students – essentially calling us
biased in the other direction.
How many five-star reviews
did we receive because of stories like this? Zero. It’s so easy
to get upset and take it out on
someone. But how hard is it to
say something positive?
A lot of you claim we don’t
do anything right and that we’re
awful. And a lot of you rated us
poorly on Facebook for one fuck
up. If that’s not petty, I don’t
know what is.
I hope in the future, our relationship to the student body
and community isn’t so dichotomous. We should both be talking
and learning from each other.
After all, we’re literally fueled by
students who are still learning,
and in many cases, have never
written a news story before.
Here’s to positive change
and a new direction for us all.
-Jonathan Glover
Editor-in-Chief

Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for
student expression, in which student editors make policy and
content decisions. The mission of the Observer is two-fold;
to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and
to provide training for students who are seeking a career in
journalism. The Observer seeks to provide complete, accurate,
dependable information to the campus and community; to
provide a public forum for the free debate of issues, ideas and
problems facing the community at large, and to be the best
source for information, education and entertainment news. As
a training program, the Observer is the practical application
of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches students
to analyze and communicate information that is vital to the
decision making of the community at large. It provides a forum
for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills needed to
succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509)
963 -1073 or e-mail us at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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Faculty turn down gen ed proposal
By Kailan Manandic

Todd Schaefer, chair of political science. The Faculty Senate
has been attempting to improve
Central’s Faculty Senate hit it for years but has been unsucanother stalemate in its attempts cessful in forming a plan that
to revamp the general education every department agrees upon.
One of the problems with
program.
The Faculty Senate’s latest the most recent proposal, Schaeattempt to move forward on re- fer said, was the senate kept the
forming Central’s general edu- current program framework but
cation program was shot down asked academic departments to
at the most recent meeting on re-submit their classes and reApril 6. The general education show how they fit into the new
committee proposed a program framework.
According to Schaefer, new
with rearranged classes which
classes
fit in where old ones were
lead to an impasse within the
left
out
and the departments dissenate.
agreed
on which classes should
Hauke Harfst, ASCWU vice
be
included
or excluded.
president of Academic Affair,
“Every department is under
said he was “disappointed” that
more pressure to justify their
the faculty didn’t have the stuexistence in enrollment and
dents in mind during the senate
one way is through general edmeeting.
ucation,” Schaefer said. “So you
“What it felt like was an have some of those things addadult bickering match between ing to turf battles.”
disciplines,” Harfst said. “Not
Additionally, multiple deonce was
partments
mentioned
are already
what’s
invested
most efNo system is going to be per- in the curfective and
fect and I think it depends on rent syswhat’s best
tem, which
what the faculty wants students makes it
for the students
...
to get out of it. If it’s not doing harder to
Ultimately
what we want it to do then we c h a n g e ,
that needs
Schaefer
should change.
to be the
said.
-Todd Schaefer, chair of political science
end goal
Schaeof everyfer is a
thing and
representative for his departI didn’t quite see that.”
ment of political science and
The current general educa- other social sciences departtion program has been in place ments that disagree on class
for about 15 years, according to placement in the new program.
ManandicK@cwu.edu | @Kailan_M

“

”

Photo illustration by Julia Moreno/The Observer

The general education program will stay the same for Central students until Faculty Senate decides if it wants to rework the
program for future students.

“One of my biggest concerns was that somebody could
graduate in the social science
breadth area and not have taken a class at all in the traditional
[areas],” Schaefer said.
Schaefer said he believes
that classes taught by a certain
department should not count as
college credits towards a different department.
“There are things that cross
fields,” he said, “but if we have
a politics and literature class
should that be able to count in
your humanities and literature
stuff? I don’t think so, because
we’re not teaching it the same

way.”
On the other side of the
impasse, some members of the
Faculty Senate supported the
new program. Rebecca Pearson,
associate professor of health,
educational administration and
movement studies, said she
thinks the senate should have
moved forward on the latest
proposal.
“I believe it is a better program than has been in place,”
she said, “I would like to see students offered the opportunity to
take new courses in fulfillment
of this important requirement.”

It is difficult for the senate
to agree on a program because
there are so many departments
involved, according to Schaefer.
Schaefer said he thinks that
until a new framework for general education is developed, the
senate should uphold the old
one.
“No system is going to be
perfect and I think it depends on
what the faculty want students
to get out of it,” he said. “If it’s
not doing what we want it to do,
then we should change, but I
think we need a clearer idea of
what we want out of it.”

One thing certain at Central: bad parking
Students
continue to
deal with
the poor
parking
issues

and you still aren’t promised a
parking spot near your class,”
said Alison Fisher, a junior elementary education major.
This has been a common
issue for many students and
makes many of them question
the system and if buying a pass
is worth the money.
Students with parking permits from September to June
are required to pay $193 to park
in Central’s lots. There is also
the option to pay quarterly as
wanted, which costs $96 for fall,
winter and spring, and $80 for
By Clarissa Posner
a summer quarter parking pass.
PosnerC@cwu.edu
There are 19 permit required parking lots around CenParking services at Central tral’s campus.
has upset many students beDuring weekdays, permits
cause of a lack of parking spots are required for lots from 7:30
during
busy
a.m. to 4:30
times throughp.m..
out the day. It
A lot of people end up havAfter 4:30
has been an oning to circle around the
p.m. it is availgoing controverparking lot several times
able for anysy and there has
before finding a spot...
one to park in
been both negathe lots, howtive and positive -Desiree Mix, Senior Sociology major
ever parking is
feedback from
not available
students and faculty.
from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m. in many
“Parking on campus seems to lots Weekends do not require
be a complete hassle for every- cars to have permits to park.
one. I don’t have a parking per- There are a total of four free lots
mit because they are expensive, that anyone is able to park in.

“

”

Charles Harding/The Observer

Parking on Central’s campus has been a problem since last quarter. Students have taken to Twitter to complain about the parking issues on campus because they miss classes or important events on campus.

“A lot of people end up having to circle around the parking
lot several times before finding a
spot and are sometimes late to
class,” Desiree Mix, senior sociology major said.
Students also expressed the
upside of having a parking permit, especially during winter
quarter.
“You can drive to class
when it’s raining so you are not

drenched from rain or snow
when you get to class. You don’t
have to worry about parking
tickets with parking passes as
well,” Mix said.
However, some students
have expressed that difficulties
finding parking spots have negatively affected their education
because they are late to classes.
“People are late to class all
the time due to not being able

to find a parking spot, and then
it interrupts the whole class and
the individual’s education. The
school should create another parking lot near campus, or
at least lower the cost of parking passes since students aren’t
promised a spot every day,”
Fisher said. “I personally do not
think parking passes are worth
it, and would rather spend the
time walking to and from class.”
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Rest assured – it’s probably not pink eye
Pink eye scare
around campus is most
likely seasonal
allergies
By Kory Hollingsworth
HollingswK@cwu.edu

In recent weeks, the number
of reported cases of pinkeye affecting students has increased
here at Central. However,
these reports have been dismissed as false or discovered to
be seasonal allergies instead of
an infection.
Conjunctivitis, colloquially
known as pinkeye, is an infection aﬀecting parts of the eye.
According to the Mayo Clinic, “Pink eye [conjunctivitis] is
an inﬂammation or infection
of the transparent membrane
[conjunctiva] that lines your
eyelid and covers the white
part of your eyeball,” The
mayo clinic also states the infection can be both a bacterial
or viral infection.
Has
Central’s
medical
staﬀ seen evidence of a pinkeye outbreak? “Not recently,
we have not had an increased
number of patients with pink-

eye. We will see a few over the
school year.” said Ginger Longo, M.D., Medical Director
at the Student Medical and
Counseling Clinic [SMACC].
Longo warns that pinkeye
infections can be contracted
from a number of sources.
“If there is anyone who has
pink eye, especially viral, that
can be very contagious if they
are not washing their hands and
using shared devices like keyboards or phones or even [computer] labs, ” Longo said.
Longo later stated that dorm
rooms and other close-proximity
quarters may further the spread
of infections.
Within on-campus university housing, few cases have
been reported.
“We periodically will have a
student notify us that they are
dealing with that [pink eye] and
when we do, our staﬀ will make
sure the students have reached
out to the medical clinic,” said
Richard DeShields, associate
dean of student success
DeShields said the University Housing and New Student Programs (UHNSP) takes
precautionary measures when
dealing with common infections
such as pink eye.
Students living on-campus
can rest easy knowing UHNSP
has plenty of deterrents and

CWU DINING SERVICES PRESENTS

5 - 8 p.m. | holmes dining rooM

ceNTRAL COMFORT STATION

WILD CAUGHT SALMON
QUINOA
ASPARAGUS
ROLLS and butter
$ 11
meal plan discount and tax apply at register

AA/EEO/TITLE IX Institution. For accommodation: DS@CWU.EDU

Student Medical &
Counseling Clinic
When: Monday to Friday
8a.m. to 5 p.m.
Where: Corner of 11th St.
& Poplar St.
Medical:
(509) 963-1881
Counseling:
(509) 963-1391
practices set in place to mitigate
outbreaks of common infections. These include posting educational ﬂiers around the halls,
providing hand sanitizers, and
additional bathroom cleanings
through facilities management.
Both Longo and DeShields
believe the current reports of
pink eye are most likely seasonal allergies instead of an actual
contagious infection.
Red, irritated eyes are typical symptoms of both seasonal
allergies and pink eye infections.
Whether it is pink eye
or seasonal allergies, students should check in with a
medical professional to treat
any problematic symptoms.

G Morel/Flickr

Most of the pink eye scares around campus are most likely just symptoms related to
allergies due to the seasons changing.

“Students often times, they
may have some symptoms and
think, ‘Oh I’ll just get over it’
and they won’t necessarily try
and treat it…” Deshields said,
“…Because the access to healthcare is pretty easy for students,
they shouldn’t wait.”
When asked what students
should be looking out for, DeShields said that it is not a viral or
bacterial infection currently affecting students, but stubbornness. He believes students need
to seek help [medical or mental] when they need it, rather

than try to solve a problem on
their own.
“Students, often times when
they’re dealing with stress, when
they’re dealing with relationship problems, they think that
they can just resolve it themselves,” DeShields said. “They
may not use the counseling
clinic because we still have
some stigma with counseling
thinking that only people who
are dealing with some type of
mental health crisis would use
counseling. Counseling is there
for so many other services.”
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Chalking it up in support of The Donald

Photos courtesy of Isaiah Ammon

Students for Trump have taken to chalking the sidewalks around campus to show their support for presidential candidate, Donald Trump. Facilities management said the chalk does not break any university rules
because it would be an infringment on first amendment rights to remove it. Students can write in chalk on campus but it cannot be hateful speech.

Students for
Trump chalk
Central’s
sidewalks with
Trump-isms
that are protected by First
Amendment
By Ray Payne

PayneRa@cwu.edu | @TheRayPayne

A recent wave of Donald
Trump related chalk drawings
have been appearing on campus, leading some to question
who is behind it, and whether or
not chalk drawings are allowed.
“Facilities does not remove
free speech writings from the
sidewalks, however we will remove writings that violate hate

crime laws, are obscene or offensive in nature,” said Michael
Moon, executive director of facilities management and maintenance. “Support or opposition
for various political issues qualifies under free speech.”
The only time when facilities will respond to chalk on the
sidewalks is when the drawings
are no longer protected speech
due to being obscene or hateful.
The act of writing obscene
or offensive messages in chalk
falls under the disruptive or obstructive conduct policy by the
university. If someone is discovered in the act by campus police,
this would lead to disciplinary
action against the offender.
The chalk drawings at Central, which are not considered
“obscene” or “offensive,” are
part of a larger coordinated effort by the chapters of Students
for Trump in Washington.
“The chalking going around
campuses is a response to the
accused hate speech of [Emory]University,” said Isaiah Ammon, Washington state director

of Students for Trump.
dent led organization that hasn’t
At Emory University, stu- been officially recognized but
dents have made recent headlines supports the Trump campaign.
by protesting the chalk drawings The organization has chapters
found on
in over 40
their camstates.
It’s a nationwide movement
pus.
A c A c - at schools all across America cording to
cording to bringing recognition to the col- the orgathe univer- leges and universities threaten- nization’s
sity’s news- ing our first amendment.
website,
paper The
students
E m o r y
can help
-Isaiah Ammon, Washington director of Students for
Wheel, the
the camTrump
university
paign by
p re s i d e n t
spreadJames W. Wagner praised the ing the word through a “posprotests as a “mechanism for in- itive image,” using social
teraction.”
media to inform others and
The Emory Wheel quoted becoming a member.
Wagner asking “was it really
The goal of these chapters
just a message about a political is to boost awareness, provide
preference, a candidate prefer- information, and gather youth
ence, or was it a harsher mes- support for Donald Trump.
sage,” in reference to writing
However, due to recent
pro-Trump statements.
events at Emory UniversiAt Central, Students for ty, some chapters like the one
Trump is the organization be- at Central, are now focused
hind the Trump drawings on on showing support for freecampus.
dom of speech and protecting
Students for Trump is a stu- political messages.

“

”

“It’s a nation wide movement at schools all across
America bringing recognition
to the colleges and universities
threatening our first amendment,” said Ammon.
The chalk drawings have
also appeared on campuses
across the country with the
intention of both showing
support for presidential candidate, Donald Trump, and
freedom of speech.
However, Central hasn’t experienced the level of backlash
that other universities have seen.
There have been no university
wide emails or public forums
held to discuss the drawings.
Part of the reason why
there hasn’t been a high level
response from the university is
because there is no specific rule
in the Student Code of Conduct that prohibits writing the
message on campus sidewalks.
“Writing on the public sidewalk in chalk is protected under
free speech unless it is obscene,
offensive, in violation of hate
crime laws or specific University
policy,” said Moon.
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A little perspective on last week’s debacle
By Mikaila Wilkerson

WilkersonM@cwu.edu | @Mikki365

You may have heard about
our infamous section entitled
‘We Observed You’ by now.
People have been talking
about it, people have been
speaking against it (some more
harshly than others), but the fact
is that this controversial topic
is now out there for the whole
campus to hear/read about.
This is merely my own, personal
take on this matter.
Looking at both sides of this
subject, we can all see that on

one side, the public is outraged
that these photos were taken of
oblivious people who had small,
yet in-depth tidbits written.
On the other side of the
spectrum, we see that the reporters had the idea of writing about things or people that
seemed more “out there” than
what we are used to seeing on a
day-to-day basis. I can sympathize with reporters on the idea
that they were trying to catch
what they thought the public
and students would ﬁnd interesting to read about.
I do not believe that the intent of this section was to cause
any sort of bullying or harm towards any individuals, but merely to point out who the interesting people were on campus and
to bring them to the attention of

paper that was released.
fellow students.
However, putting myself
Would you or I have wantinto the shoes of those who were ed our photos taken without
photographed, I also believe our consent and having them
that this section had not been as plastered in the papers? If your
well thought-out as the editors answer is yes, then you and I
may have originally thought.
have a completely diﬀerent way
There
of thinking.
truly is a big
Hell,
you
difference
probably
between
No matter how you feel about have a comwhat
the
this subject, bear in mind that pletely difreporters
these reporters are all stu- ferent way
and editors
of thinking
dents who will go through tri- than
see as being
the
al and error periods.
a fun and
majority of
interesting
folks here on
idea
and
campus or
what the readers and those being in the community.
photographed are seeing and
The bottom line is, even if
experiencing – and that diﬀer- this section was not meant to be
ence was made known through a ridiculing or degrading piece
this section in the recent student (which I strongly believe the in-
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tent was not for it to be), most
people are not going to like the
idea of having their picture taken due to the fact that that can
be very uncomfortable.
Some (or many) may not
have liked this new addition to
the paper, but those who made
the section have come out with
a full apology and have seen that
this sort of idea just might not
work for this kind of paper.
No matter how you feel
about this subject, bear in mind
that these reporters are all students who will go through trial
and error periods. This idea
may have been on the more
error-side of the spectrum, but
that adds to the learning experience. At least now, we know
what will and won’t work with
the Observer.

The down-low on gen eds
Tweets from the streets

By Kailan Manandic
ManandicK@cwu.edu

There’s been a lot of stuﬀ
going down recently regarding
the faculty senate and the general education program here at
Central. It’s all very confusing
and boils down to the fact that
education departments can’t
agree on which classes are the
most relevant.
But either way, why should
we give a shit about these attempted changes? There’s not a
huge reason to.
A student attending a university is required to meet general
education requirements which
supposedly grants that student
“functioning member of society” status. Afterwards, they’re
able to specialize in whatever
Photo illustration by McKenzie Lakey and Jonathan Glover/The Observer
they want.
Basically, the faculty senate Diﬀerent departments can’t come to an agreement on gen eds. But should students care?
is trying to oﬀer better class op- it, current students could be
General education isn’t just
tions for students to take under either grandfathered into the about jumping through hoops
the general education program. old requirements, or have their to fulﬁll some requirements, it
This wouldn’t change much credits transferred over to the gives you a chance to ﬁnd things
other than presumably im- new system.
you’re actually interested in.
prove class diversity and change
It wouldn’t matter for cur- You’re sinking hundreds of dolaround where class credits go.
rent students or new students. lars into debt by the hour so why
Initially,
Most of us not take classes you’d enjoy?
this seems
probably
Those math and science
like it could
General
education
isn’t w o u l d n ’ t classes are a bitch to sit through
create some
just about jumping through even see the but they’re daily so it’d be ﬁne
problems
diﬀerence.
to skip two or 20 days. I’d rathhoops to fulﬁll some requirefor current
A lot of
er ﬁnd a class that would kill me
ments,
it
gives
you
a
chance
students.
this is just
If those
to ﬁnd things you’re actually bureaucrat- to miss instead of kill me to sit
requireic bullshit through.
interested in.
General education gives
m e n t s
blown out
students
an opportunity to ﬁnd
change in
of proporsubjects
they’re actually interthe middle of a student’s ﬁrst tion. However, general educayears at college, it could mess tion is something students don’t ested in. Become that one kid
with their graduation trajectory. explore as much as they should. who enjoys extra homework
Mass panic ensues as they race
I sure as hell had no idea and even try to make it your reto the advisor’s oﬃce behind the what I wanted to do once I was al-work.
This could be your last
2,000 other frantic students.
out of college. Then, on a whim,
Ideally, the administration I took Journalism 101 and found chance to ﬁnd the thing you’re
isn’t that stupid. Whenever the something I was slightly less passionate about or just take a
faculty senate ﬁnally agrees on than good at, but something I cool class while you’re spending
a new program and implements enjoyed.
all this money.
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Have a beer and a
meal at Iron Horse

Photos courtesy of DreamWorks and Production I.G

Hollywood decided to whitewash a Japanese character by casting Scarlett Johansson.

Live-action “Ghost in the
Shell” film falls victim to
Hollywood

Maria Harr

casian actors as two main characters who originally had been
based on the Inuit culture and
race.
Even more recently, we saw,
The Internet is questioning
Hollywood’s ability to learn in an equally questionable defrom its mistakes after the release cision, the Egyptian gods in the
of a production image from the ﬁlm “Gods of Egypt” played by
2017 live-action “Ghost in the an overwhelmingly white cast.
Critics of whitewashing in
Shell” ﬁlm, in which Scarlett
Johansson plays main character Hollywood see a U.S. audience
that consists of diverse peoples
Major Motoko Kusanagi.
In 2015, when Johansson’s and cultures, and wonders what
role was ﬁrst announced, fans of the heck Hollywood is thinking
the anime and critics of Holly- with these tone-deaf decisions.
wood’s lack of diversity were in
In a vlog he posted to his
an uproar.
YouTube channel Uptomyknees
Fans and critics were angry on April 15, Max Landis, writof the choice to have a Cauca- er of “Chronicle,” said critics
sian actress playing a Japanese blaming the studios didn’t uncharacter, known in the industry derstand Hollywood’s system.
as “whitewashing.”
To that, Landis misﬁred.
Now, after DreamWorks re- However, he did make the imleased the ﬁrst image of Johans- portant point that Johansson has
son as the Major, the controver- star power.
sy has risen back to the surface
Hollywood isn’t known for
of the Internet’s consciousness.
taking risks on new properties
It’s unclear whether the without putting high-powered
DreamWorks ﬁlm will change stars behind them, in order to
the setting of the ﬁlm from guarantee at least some revenue
Japan
to
and interest.
the
UnitLandis said
ed
States
Jo h a n s s o n
For
myself,
I
feel
stuck
in
the
or
even
starring in
change the
middle. I’m both excited that the movie is
supposed
a ﬁlm could be made from likely one of
race of the
one of my favorite stories and the largest
characters.
factors bealso wary.
Currently
hind the ﬁlm
Johansson’s
-Maria Harr, Senior Print Journalism Major
being made.
character
That’s
has
only
probably
true.
been referred to as “The MaSo to those making the arjor” by DreamWorks, leading
gument
that Rinko Kikuchi
some to wonder whether her
name will still be Motoko Ku- (who is often noted as an Asian
sanagi in the ﬁlm, or if that will star who could take Johansson’s
place) would be a better choice,
be changed as well.
Hollywood’s stunning lack it’s honestly unlikely we’d have a
of diversity has been a hot-but- “Ghost in the Shell” ﬁlm at all if
ton issue for a long time now, not for Johansson’s casting.
There are critics who say
and for many this casting choice
is just another ridiculous lack of they would have preferred no
movie be made rather than
foresight by studios.
Johansson’s casting is just the whitewashing the ﬁlm.
For myself, I feel stuck in the
newest in a long line of white
casting choices for ﬁlms that middle. I’m both excited that a
ﬁlm could be made from one of
ought to be more diverse.
Animation fans likely recall my favorite stories and also wary
the oddity of M. Night Shya- of the numerous ways.
Hollywood could mess it up.
malan’s live-action rendition of
“Avatar: The Last Airbender.” They’ve already whitewashed
Shymalan made the incredibly the main character, so what’s
odd decision to cast two Cau- next?
harr.mariak@gmail.com |
@MiaTheGeek

Brittany Allen/The Observer

Iron Horse Brewery just started oﬀering a food menu along with their drink menu last month. All the food is $20 or less.

Mikaila Wilkerson

brewery worthwhile as they are
all nice and friendly.
Service at Iron Horse has
Iron Horse Brewery, which been good since they’ve startwas established in 2004, recent- ed selling food, the server said.
ly created a menu that not only Some of the most popular foods
features the brewery’s beers but on the menu include the ﬁnger
also various sorts of food that gun beer pretzel, the Korean
short ribs and pickled chicken
are now available.
One bartender and server at thighs.
Iron Horse gives its customIron Horse who wished to remain anonymous said that the ers feedback forms which the
bathrooms and kitchen were customers can use to share their
experience. The brewery has
renovated over the summer in
received all positive feedback.
anticipation of the restaurant
There may be some changes
serving food. The ultimate de- in the menu from time to time,
cision
to
depending
sell food to
on
what
customers
is more in
was made
[The owners] wanted to do season, but
during last
something other places in there won’t
summer as
any drastown don’t do and they didn’t be
well.
tic changes
“I don’t
want to step on anybody’s in the near
know
if
future.
toes with the food thing.
there was
“[It’s
an
actual -Karina Mohan, Bartender and Server at Iron Horse the]
best
discussion
company in
day,” the server said with a the world,” the server said of
laugh. “But we’ve always had Iron Horse.
a full kitchen and supplies [to
Aimee Bach, another barmake food].”
tender and server, said that
The best part of working at Iron Horse did not have any
Iron Horse to them is the peo- oﬃcial promotions for selling
ple who come in, whether they food beforehand. The co-ownare passing through or if they ers, Greg Parker and his father,
are people who come in regu- Gary Parker, wanted the word
larly with their friends and fam- to spread throughout town by
ily. They make working at the mouth that the brewery was bewilkersonm@cwu.edu
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ginning to sell food.
Bach originally started working at the Iron Horse coﬀee shop
by the beer production facility at
the start of December.
But when the coﬀee shop
closed, Bach began working at
the brewery at the end of December.
Iron Horse had a soft opening of their menu on March 8,
according to Bach.
[The owners] “wanted to do
something other places in town
don’t do and they didn’t want
to step on anybody’s toes with
the food thing,” Karina Mohan,
a fellow bartender and server,
said.
Mohan, who also started
working at Iron Horse in December, said that the pickled
chicken thighs and the Kevin
Bacon dates are a big hit with all
of the employees at Iron Horse.
Mohan is in the craft and
brewing program at Central.
She decided to work at Iron
Horse because she wanted to
work somewhere that was relevant to what she’s studying.
All food available at Iron
Horse is sold for less than $20.
Some food, such as the ﬁnger
gun pretzel, edamame and Oaxaca quinoa can be made vegan.
Gluten-free foods served include
the edamame, chicken curry
salad and the Oaxaca quinoa.
There are also Cajun prawns
and spicy grits served here.
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“Court” from page 1

T

he idea of a special
court tailored around
the needs of drug users
began in 1989 in Miami, when
lawmakers had a concept for a
revolutionary court system that
focused on helping addicts become clean. The idea spread,
and now drug courts can be
found nationally.
Drug court is diﬀerent from
normal court. Everybody who’s
accepted into the program
is “free” – they don’t have to
spend a minute in jail. But they
do have an intense 16-month
long process of getting and staying clean.
They have to go to sober
support groups, pass almost-daily urinalysis screenings, ﬁnish
their GED if they don’t have a
diploma, and ﬁnd employment
before they can graduate. It’s
hard, and those running it say
fewer than half of the people
who enter drug court fail out.
In Kittitas County, it all
started with Emily Brown, Kittitas County’s Drug Court coordinator since 2003, when the
program started, and a therapeutic courts manager at Merit
Resource Services.
“If we can get these people
clean, then they’re not coming back and committing drug
crimes,” Brown says.
Brown has weekly meetings with everyone enrolled in
drug court. Right now, that’s 19
meetings a week. Her eyes are
tired, and she talks to her participants like a stern mother. When
someone misses a meeting, she
doesn’t coddle them.
And maybe that’s why, since
drug court in Kittitas County
began, it has helped 82 people
become clean and sober. Some
relapsed and committed another felony – 12 people to be exact
– but most have stayed clean.
Candace Hooper has been
drug court’s deputy prosecutor since the program started.
She says Kittitas County’s system followed a national model
that seemed to be working in
other states and counties. At ﬁrst
there were a few growing pains
(the ﬁrst patient in drug court
failed out), but they’ve since
honed the court to the best of
their abilities.
Not only did they ﬁnd that it
was cheaper to work with users
for 16 months on getting clean
rather than incarcerating them
for months, maybe even years.
(Hooper says many drug users
are repeat oﬀenders and end up
back in jail as soon as they get
out). But it was actually changing people’s lives.
“We see results,” Hooper says. “Drug court works.
It doesn’t work perfectly, but
it works.”
And it couldn’t have come
at a better time. Kittitas County and other court systems in

Drug court has three distinct phases that get easier and easier as the participants progress. Phase one is the most intense and requires three urinalysis tests a week, in addition to weekly s

Washington state were seeing
a trend. Illegal drug use had
been rising since the mid 2000s,
and now, she says, opiate-related drug charges are the highest
she’s ever seen.
“We think about 80 percent
of our crimes are committed
because of drugs,” Hooper says.
“We don’t know if that’s true,
but that’s just the sense we get.”
While concrete reasons for
the increase in illegal-drug use
vary depending on which public health worker you ask, a
constant is the amount of legal
painkillers being prescribed.
People take them, get addicted,
then look for the next best thing,
which is often heroin or meth.
In a 1999 study by the
University of Washington Alcohol & Drug Abuse Institute
(UW
ADBI),
Washington state admitted 318 participants
on
prescription
painkiller-related
issues.
In 2010, that number jumped
to 4,898. For heroin-related
treatment admissions, there
were 4,152 in 1999 and 6,914
in 2010.
And Kittitas County is
no diﬀerent. In many cases,
it echoes these national and
state trends.
“I bet if you went into 10
houses in Ellensburg, eight of

them would have prescription
drugs inside,” said Judge Scott
Sparks, who has been presiding over Kittitas County’s Drug
Court since 2011. “It’s easy to
get your hands on these.”
Judge Sparks has been a
Kittitas County Superior Court
judge for over a decade. And he
was a defense attorney for even
longer. He’s seen it all: every
drug, every user, every story attached to both.
“When I was practicing as a
defense attorney, I had to wait
two or three days to talk to the
person if they were a drug client,” Sparks says. “I couldn’t
have a meaningful conversation
with them as an attorney, not
until things had gotten out of
their system for a few days.”
As one of two superior
court judges in Kittitas County – and the primary judge in
charge of the criminal docket
– Sparks sees a lot of the same
faces over and over. People
get arrested, get out, reoﬀend.
Rinse and repeat.
“I still think that the population of our jail, if you take away
drugs and alcohol, the population would probably be one
tenth of what it is now,” Sparks
says. “Most of the crimes in
some fashion are related to the
drug world. It’s tough.”

“G

ood evening everyone, please be seated,”
Judge Sparks says as he
enters the courtroom each Tuesday at 5 p.m. When he speaks,
his mouth and thick grey goatee are warped from smiling too
much. He addresses everyone by
name, and the only thing shinier
than his teeth is his bald head.
The uncomfortable oak

benches are ﬁlled with rows of
people ﬁghting to stay clean.
Some are focused forward; others are turned to talk to friends
or people who understand
just what in the hell they’re actually going through.
When Judge Sparks calls a
name, it means it’s time to face
the hot seat. If everything’s going well, and they haven’t missed

Data from the University of Washington Drug & Alcohol Institute
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sober support meetings. Patients are also required to come to every drug court gathering on Tuesdays. After that, it gets progressively easier.

Graphics by Ryan Moffat

a urinanalysis or sober support
group, they get to move forward
in the program, with the goal being to graduate after phase four.
They also get a “kudo” in
the form of chocolate candy.
He keeps a basket full of them
at his bench.
But if everything isn’t going well, that’s a diﬀerent story.
Each case and person are diﬀer-

ent, and so is each punishment.
It could be as severe as moving
back a phase in the program, to
being dropped completely (and
returning to jail with a felony on
their record) or as light as being
told to write a letter on why they
intend to stay in drug court.
“I applaud all of you guys
and gals,” Sparks says one evening. “I really am impressed. I

Data from the University of Washington Drug & Alcohol Institute

think I’ve seen almost everyone in
here in jail. And it’s so nice when
I see you in civilian clothing. And
with smiles.”

E

verybody in drug court
has a diﬀerent story. It
might be a possession
charge (a felony in every state
as part of America’s “war on
drugs”) or anything related to
drug abuse such as theft or burglary. Drug court doesn’t accept
any one with a felony charge,
however. They must be a ﬁrst
oﬀender, and it must be mild.
Kyle Collins, 26, was busted
for allegedly stealing a calculator
and for having meth, heroin and
prescription painkillers. Darlene Canady, 36, was charged
with second-degree theft and
identity theft, in addition to possession of meth.
Matthew Menamee, 20, allegedly used a stolen EBT card
to purchase $100 of groceries
from Safeway. And after almost
a full year of drug court and
being taken away twice for inpatient treatment after failing a
urinalysis, he’s into phase two
(out of ﬁve) of the program.
“I try to treat everybody
with respect. I don’t care if they
murdered someone, they’re still
a human being,” Judge Sparks

H

says. “Their very worst moment
ow to combat illegal
in their life shouldn’t deﬁne who
drug use is one of the
they are.”
hardest questions lawAnd there’s a reason every- makers and resource providers
one takes it so seriously. Accord- are trying to answer. After seeing to data gathered by UW ing the same types of people
ADBI, Kittitas County didn’t over and over, it can begin to
register a single prescription take its toll.
and/or heroin death from 2002
“It’s hard not to get cynical,”
to 2004. But between the years
Judge Sparks says. “But it doesn’t
of 2011 to 2013, the county had
an annual rate of 9.6 deaths per break my heart because they’re
100,000 people – a full point responsible for themselves. I can
lead the horse to water, but I
above the state average.
“The joke used to be that can’t make them drink.”
Hooper has had to prosewe only ask them to change one
cute
some people as many as 20
thing, and that’s everything,”
Brown, the drug court coordi- times. And when it’s a drug-possession charge, the court has no
nator, says.
One participant, Jeﬀrey option other than to impose a
Smith (who didn’t want his real felony charge if convicted.
name used), 21, is a junior at
But the one option a perCentral Washington Universi- son does have if facing a felony
ty. His treatment has been go- charge is drug court. And after
ing well for months, and each 82 graduates – of which 70 did
week he gets a kudo. He doesn’t not reoﬀend – some could say
like chocolate, so Judge Sparks
drug court has earned its place
sometimes gives him golden star
in the hierarchy of the Amerinecklaces instead. Other times,
can court system.
it’s just verbal recognition.
“We really see people change
Smith has long, blonde hair
their
lives around,” Hooper
that he keeps in a bun. He desays.
“It’s
one of the most posivotes his life to Krishna, a Hindu deity. He keeps a pair of tive things I do in my job.”
And for Fulgham, it seems to
tiny cymbals in his jacket so he
can chant “Hare Rama, Hare be working. He’s doing well.
He still has about four more
Krishna” while he crashes them
together and he has the full years at Central, but when he
chant on the back of a yellow graduates he wants to help adKrishna shirt he wears.
dicts – to use
He likes
the experito walk evence he had
er ywhere.
to
better
I
applaud
all
of
you
guys
and
But when he
their
lives.
gals. I really am impressed. I
walks down
But
for
now,
think I’ve seen almost everys t a i rc a s e s,
he’s
workhe doesn’t,
one in here in jail. And it’s so ing on his
he
glides
nice when I see you in civilian general eddown
the
clothes. And with smiles.
ucation rerailings on
quirements,
his butt.
-Scott Sparks, Kittitas County Superior Court Judge which
“Once
he
Krishna has
devotes
a
you, there’s no way to get away healthy amount of stress to.
from it,” Smith says.
He
recently
moved
Last October, Smith was to on-campus housing at
busted with drugs folded up Brooklane Village. This is betin a piece of tinfoil in his wal- ter, he says, since he used to rely
let. But he has every intention
on his father to drive him into
of graduating from Central on
time, rather than spending up Ellensburg every day from Kitto a year in jail, so he applied titas.
In addition to classes, he has
to drug court, where he’s been
daily
sober support meetings
since November.
and
has
to turn in urinanalyHe used to take psychedelics,
especially when he would go to ses at least three times a week.
music festivals or while hanging And on top of that, there’s drug
out with friends, but he’s since court at 5 p.m., every Tuesday.
cut that out of his life for good.
But that’s okay, because it
“I’m not interested in taking keeps him from being bored. It
drugs anymore,” he says.
keeps his mind oﬀ the drugs he
He’s is in phase two of the spent 14 years thinking about.
program now and has about an“Now it’s about discovering
other year left before he “grad- what I am and what I stand for,”
uates.” He also has about one Fulgham says, his bald head
more year left at Central, where
covered by a brand new gray
he’s working on an anthropology degree. Smith is stern when Central ball cap. It’s the Frihe says there’s no way he’s fail- day before winter quarter ﬁnals
week and he has to hurry home
ing either program.
“Drug court is the grace of to do laundry and study.
“My future was the next
God,” Smith says. “Some people would disagree with that, day,” he says. “It was making
but they’re still tangled in a sure I had enough. Now, I’m returning back to society.”
material existence.”
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Rocking for a cause

Brittany Allen/The Observer

The shirts hanging in the SURC are raising visual awareness about sexual assault. This leads up to the Rock Against Rape event.

“Rock” from page 1
The most memorable experience for her was the survivor
stories that she heard last year.
But because the activities were
still going on, many of the participants could not experience it.
“This year I really want to
focus on that and kind of pause
the activities and say let’s focus
on this, this is really important,”
Beutel said.
The event will feature
around 25 clubs and organizations from both the campus and
the community, each with their
activities for the participants to
take part in and win prizes.
The clubs pick what they
want to feature at their tables
,but the central theme is to
make sure that people get information about all aspects of sexual assault and consent.
According to Jesse Comerford, senior public health major, the Public Health Club will
be talking about consent with
a matching game about what
consent is.
“We are trying to prevent
sexual assault......speciﬁcally on
campus,” Comerford said.
For entertainment there will
be live bands, including Actio-

nesse, performers and stories
from survivors.
They will also be showing
the art of local artists: Hollie
Caskey and Ellen Nevin. At the
end of the event there will be a
raﬄe with prizes that all of the
participants have a chance to
win.
Along with Rock Against
Rape, the Wellness Center will
also be putting on the Clothesline Project this month.
The goal of the project is to
provide a visual awareness of
sexual assault. Participants will
be given diﬀerent colored shirts
according to their stories that
they can write on.
Then the shirts will be hung
up in the SURC for everyone to
see.
The Wellness Center not
only puts on big projects like
Rock Against Rape, it also provide other services for students.
The Wellness Center provides testing for sexually transmitted infections (STIs), free
condoms and counseling for
those who have suﬀered a sexual
assault.
According
to
Mallory
Morse, a health educator at the
center, part of her job is to reach
out to students who have reported assaults of any kind to their
Resident Assistant or to the police in order to try to help them.

Rock Against Rape
When: Wenesday April 27
Where: SURC Ballroom
Time: 5 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

“They can come in and
meet in our oﬃce conﬁdentially as well. So, often times, we
will have students who come in
[the Wellness Center] to report
things that have happened,”
Morse said. “There is a level of
conﬁdentiality that will remain
here, versus any other oﬃce,
since most state employees are
responsible reporters, so they
have an obligation to report
anything along those lines.”
“We also serve as the central
hub where we try to assist them
in any needs that they may have
by doing as much as we can for
them and so they don’t have to
repeat their story over and over
again.”
Sexual assault is not a topic
that is easily talked about, especially for those who have gone
through it.
But with help from events
like Rock Against Rape, survivors can speak out and the community gets education on how
to prevent any further violence.

Kaylor Made Design presents the winners of the
Department Decorating Contest...

The Career Services Department!

‘We Observed You’

An apology for our ignorance
Last week, the Observer ran
a column titled “We Observed
You,” which received a large
amount of negative feedback.
The original intent of the column was to “observe” random,
funny or interesting people on
campus or in the community
and write about them, but we
have failed miserably at that.
I’ve taken full responsibility
for the inclusion of this column
into the paper. It was my idea
to include it and I have ﬁnal say
over anything that makes its way
to print.
The Observer staﬀ as a
whole does not deserve the negative criticism directed at them
about this column as it was not
their decision, only mine.
I would like to personally
say how sorry I am to everyone
I’ve hurt with “We Observed
You.” It was never my intention
to harm or bully anyone, but I
have obviously failed tremendously at that.
My intention with the column was to include a “community spotlight” that would celebrate the uniqueness in all of us.
The idea was borrowed liberally
from The Stranger, a weekly
newspaper in Seattle. Their section is called “We Saw You” and
it reads very similarly to what we
have.
There is a huge diﬀerence,
however. They do not include
photos of people, and they
wouldn’t include a description
so thorough as the one we had
for the “denim cowboy” section.
(His name is Ian I’m told, and
he loves to walk around).
And it’s you, Ian, who deserves the biggest apology of
all. We never should have included you in this section and
it was very wrong to do so. I’m
very sorry Ian, you did not deserve this at all. Looking back,
this section in particular was
extremely unprofessional. It’s
not our job or our place to point
things out about people, and our
staﬀ couldn’t be more against
bullying or mocking.
It’s clear to me now that
something like this should never
be included in any newspaper,

especially not the way we fumbled it.
Ellensburg is an interesting
and unique community full of
loving, wonderful people. It
should have been more clear
to me that a column celebrating people (with their consent)
would be not only more interesting to read, but would better
reﬂect the individuality that can
be found all around us.
Including this column did
nothing to empower our students and make the community a better place for everyone.
Since it ran, I’ve received multiple emails and messages suggesting better ways we could approach a “community spotlight”
of sorts.
And I’ve taken these suggestions to heart. I’m excited to
announce that we’ll run a new
column, titled “People of Ellensburg,” or “Students of Central” (we haven’t quite nailed
down the name yet) where we
spotlight one individual a week
(with their consent).
If they’re quirky, the story
will reﬂect that. If they’re serious and stern, the story will reﬂect that.
If they’re hilarious and a
complete goofball, the story
will reﬂect that. What the story
won’t do is observe from afar
without ever knowing who the
real subject is.
I understand an apology on
paper is hardly enough to mend
any feelings I have broken. But
just know that I’m completely
sincere when I say that I never
meant to hurt anyone and that
I am truly, deeply sorry for what
I’ve done. Sometimes it’s hard to
remember that we’re all students
putting out a product before we
go oﬀ to do the real thing. And
students are notorious for messing up.
This isn’t an excuse, but just
know that as a student, I mess
up all the time. But I always
learn from that mistake and try
my best to make things better.
This is my attempt to make
at least one thing better.
-Jonathan Glover
Editor-in-Chief
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Ask

OBSERVER HEALTH

Dr. H

Dear Dr. H,
I have experienced severe emotional “swings” while being on Depo [Provera].
Would a non-hormonal birth control option be a better choice? Is weight gain a
myth when it comes to birth control?
Dear anonymous,
Emotional “swings,” as you
say, are terrible no matter the severity, so if you’re sure your birth
control is the reason why you’re
experiencing these, I would suggest doing what you can to ﬁnd
another contraception option.
Often, when we speak with
our medical provider to discuss
birth control options, or changing methods, they ask about
other issues that may also be affecting your mood (and weight,
which I will get to in a minute).
Are you taking any other
medication that could be the
culprit of such swings? Have you
experienced any other traumatic
or stressful events that could also
be aﬀecting your emotions?
If those aren’t the case, and
the onset of your severe swings
coincided with starting (or
within several weeks of starting) Depo-Provera, then I think
you should speak your provider
about a diﬀerent contraception
method.
Many women choose Depo-Provera, a shot given in either
the arm or the butt, because it
is a safe and eﬀective birth control method that lasts for three
months. For people who aren’t
into taking a pill every day, this
can be a great option.
Side eﬀects, such as a change
in sex drive, breast soreness,
headaches, depression and
weight gain can occur in users of
hormonal birth control methods.
However, this doesn’t necessarily mean you should steer away
from hormonal methods, such as
the Mirena IUD or birth control
pills. IUDs (a device inserted into
the uterus to prevent pregnancy) can be used and are recommended for use long term.
So, if you choose another
hormonal method, your provider may suggest a birth control
pill because if you do experience side eﬀects, you can stop
taking the pill immediately and
ﬁnd something else. Non-hormonal methods, like condoms
or ParaGard IUD (“copper T”)
do not interfere with your body’s
hormones and may be a better
option.
Condoms are great, safe and
eﬀective for pregnancy AND
sexually transmitted infection

prevention – bonus! But, you
have to use them correctly and
consistently for them to actually
be eﬀective. The diaphragm, a
dome shaped, rubber rimmed
cup that is inserted into the vagina prior to sex (up to six hours),
is another non-hormonal option.
Like condoms, however,
planning is key. So, if you’re
uncomfortable with carrying
condoms and requiring their use
with partners OR if you’re uncomfortable excusing yourself
to the restroom mid-make out
session to put in your diaphragm
because you didn’t plan ahead,
these options may not be the best
for you.
Vaginal spermicide, contraceptive sponge, cervical cap,
Lea’s Shield (similar to the diaphragm) and the female condom
are all non-hormonal methods
that need to be thought about
and inserted prior to sex.
So, no matter how eﬀective
these methods are, and no matter their absence of side eﬀects,
a birth control method you don’t
feel comfortable using is not
the right choice for you. The
ParaGard IUD is also a safe and
eﬀective non-hormonal method
for pregnancy prevention (but
does not protect against STIs).
IUDs, again, are usually recommended for people who wish
to prevent pregnancy for several
years, and their use does not require the pre-plan like the methods noted above.
So, a bit about the weight
gain “myth”: not a myth. Weight
gain is often cited as a side eﬀect
for hormonal birth control methods. That being said, many users
do not experience any weight
gain, so don’t let the concern of
weight gain as a side eﬀect prevent you from choosing an otherwise viable birth control method.
I recommend visiting your
provider to discuss your options
further – if you don’t feel comfortable discussing your sexual
history and contraception needs,
or don’t feel heard by your provider, get a diﬀerent provider!
Also remember that Planned
Parenthood is available right in
town and can oﬀer a variety of
contraceptives – both hormonal
and nonhormonal – that should
ﬁt your needs.
Good luck!

Dr. Jill Hoxmeir is a public health professor at CWU.
Send anonymous public health and sex related questions to
askdrh@cwuobserver.com and have them answered here.

This column sponsored by:

McKenzie Lakey/The Observer

Sak’s family restaurant is one of the few diners in Ellensburg that is open 24 hours a day and a rest stop for truck drivers.

Late night diner

By Kailan Manandic

ManandicK@cwu.edu | @Kailan_M

It was a dead night at Sak’s
truckstop diner until a ﬁght
broke out over a pair of boxers.
Sak’s is one of Ellensburg’s
24-hour diners in the middle of
the Flying J Travel Plaza just oﬀ
of I-90 and Canyon Road.
The football ﬁeld-sized parking lot is consistently packed
with trucks from noon to midnight and back to noon.
But most of the time, the
diner is nearly empty; the truckers prefer to spend their time in
the lot sleeping.
Business during the day is
taken away by another diner across the lot. It’s nicer and
newer but it closes at 10 p.m.
and you can’t get toast and eggs
there for $1.20.
The booths are coverd in
faded red leather and the tables
in a shiny plastic sheen over thefake wood.
On a recent night, Sak’s
was as quiet as ever. Bob, a grey
haired guy in a veterans cap
sits on a red vinyl stool at the
four-person counter. In a corner
booth, a trucker tucks into his
omelet looking like he just wants
to sleep.
It’s half past midnight when
Bob ﬁnishes his third cup.
Laekin Dunoskovic, the
third shift waitress is sweeping
the tiled ﬂoor next to Bob. She’s
in the universal diner waitress
uniform with thick glasses and
a shoulder-length, dark-brown
ponytail.
“Want more coﬀee, Bob?”
she asks.
“Oh, yes please,” Bob says.
“So do I Bob, so do I,”
Laekin replies, upbeat and energetic, especially for the third
shift. She has a Big Gulp-sized
coﬀee mug half empty at her
station.
Laekin pours Bob another
cup then settles down to eat her
salad at one of the other nine tables the diner hosts.
The diner is quiet for the
next half hour. The man in the
corner leaves most of his omelet

to go sleep in his van.
Shortly after, Mike walks in.
He looks like he came straight
from a biker club, bald and
stocky with a long salt-and-pepper goatee.
Mike is actually the lot manager and just arrived for his shift.
Mike has a tall but stocky
build, with fully tattooed arms
and a gracefully balding head.
After checking in with all
the staﬀ, Mike sits down with
Bob. They small-talk about the
weather, but then Mike recounts
a bizarre story.
In a bathroom area at the
truckstop, an employee had
found some boxers and other
personal items lying around.
Thinking they were abandoned,
Mike’s subordinate threw them
away.
But the owner of the boxers
came back, furious, and began
to berate the employee. Mike
had just stepped out for a smoke
where he heard the conﬂict.
Mike stepped back in and
calmly told the angry patron
he had to leave. Mike ﬁnished
his cigarette while the patron
stormed oﬀ.
“He huﬀed and puﬀed and
walked away,” Mike tells Bob.
Mike watched the perp pacing at his car until he began
walking back.
“The guy comes back and
started wailing on me,” Mike
said.
The man came back “like a
bull,” and swung a left hook at
Mike, which he easily dodged.
Despite being previously in
the Marines, Mike didn’t swing
back.
The attempted assault was
caught on the security cameras
and Mike was worried he’d get
in trouble for defending himself.
“I’m a lover, not a ﬁghter,”
Mike says, “so I didn’t ﬁght
back.”
Later when the owner spoke
to Mike, she said he handled it
well. After the man realized that
he was outmatched, he ﬂed to
his car while Mike ran into the
diner and called the police.
The guy acted strangely as

Sakʼs Diner
Where: 2300 S. Canyon Rd.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Time: Open 24 hours a day

he was driving oﬀ. He slowly
drove towards the lot exit before
stopping at the propane tank for
a minute.
Mike then stepped outside
and the perp sped out of the
lot and up an on-ramp to I-90
before reversing back down
and heading down Main Street,
where he was arrested shortly
after.
“You’re making the story too
long,” says a voice over Mike’s
radio.
Mike pulls his radio up.
“Why don’t you have a tall glass
of shut up,” he replied jokingly
before continuing his story.
The police contacted Mike
afterwards to see if he wanted to
press charges. Mike denied.
“I didn’t want to deal with
the aftermath and court system,” Mike explains.
Then after a short conversation with Bob about coﬀee, Mike
gets up to do a walk around the
lot.
“Alright Boborino, I’ll see
you later buddy,” Mike says as
he leaves.
The diner is all but dead
again until Laekin comes back
with another round of coﬀee.
“Need more coﬀee Bob?”
Laekin asks.
“Oh, no, I’m done,” Bob replies.
“I ﬁgured,” she said.
Bob gets up and puts on his
ﬂannel coat before stumbling to
the register. He gets out the exact change in coins and leaves a
kind tip.
“I hope you ﬁnish your dinner there Laekin,” says Bob as
he walks out the door.
“Thanks Bob,” Laekin replies before turning to take her
last bite of salad.
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Students learn all about fashion

By Mikaila Wilkerson

Meetings

wilkersonm@cwu.edu

The Student Fashion Association, which gives students
insight into what the fashion
industry is all about, is open to
all students who are passionate
or interested in the the study of
fashion.
Kylie Godat, an apparel, textiles and merchandising senior
expecting to graduate at the end
of spring, has been the club’s
president since January.
“It’s a great place to network,” she said.
Godat originally came to
Central to get a major in psychology but then she found
that she preferred the apparel,
textiles and merchandising program more.
The club does a variety of
activities such as hosting fashion-related games, connecting with the local community
and going on networking trips
around the U.S.. Godat said that
the fashion association is a way
to network within the community as well, as they go to diﬀerent
places around town to consult
about fashion within town.
Some of the fashion games
in the club involve fashion charades and ‘fab or faux pas’,
where the club members decide what designs look good
and which don’t. There are also
discussions hosted in the club
which go into debating what

When: Every Tuesday
Where: Michaelsen 205
Time: 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.

fashion trends look good and
what don’t and why that’s so,
Godat said.
Some activities in the club
also include tie-dying, screen
printing and doing spontaneous,
fun things such as decorating
and carving Halloween pumpkins.
“If you’re considering [joining] it, just do it,” Godat said.
Joining the fashion club is
a way to get students more involved in the fashion industry,
and it gives students the chance
to ﬁgure out if this career path is
really what they want to pursue.
According to Godat, the club
has even met and networked
with Zumiez, Brooks Running
Shoes, Nordstrom and Harvey’s
Handbags, which makes handbags out of seat belts.
Every year, the entire association goes on a trip. The
destination rotates between Los
Angeles, New York and Las Vegas. During their trips, the club
checks out design showrooms
and they network with the companies they go to.
One of Godat’s favorite
memories while being in the
club was from a trip to Los

Derrick Clarit/The Observer

The Student Fashion Association teaches it’s members all about the fashion industry andthe club gives them experience about it.

Angeles. While there, she got
to spend a lot of quality time
bonding with her fellow club
members. She also met her best
friend while in the Student Fashion Association.
“I even tried to get my boyfriend to come to the club,” Go-

dat said.
According to Godat, Amanda Fronckowiak, who is the vice
president for the association,
will be a student designer in the
June 4 fashion show.
The Student Fashion Association meets every Tuesday from

5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Godat encourages people to come and sit in
on the meetings if they are curious or want to see what the club
is all about and what it does.
“Try it out and see what major you’d want to look at,” Godat said.

think summer
With more than 700 summer courses at EWU,
the opportunities are endless.
Summer classes are condensed into 4- and
8-week sessions, enabling you to make the most
of your time and passion.

Start planning now. Visit ewu.edu/summer
Cheney | Spokane | Online
EWUSummerSession

@EWUSummer
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Swimming

McKenzie Lakey/The Observer

A Central swimmer works on his butterfly stroke during practice as the club prepares to make a trip to the U.S. Masters Swimming National Championship meet in Greensboro, North Carolina.

Swim Club makes waves
By Zac Hereth

sports@cwuobserver.com | @ZacHereth

Central’s swim club hosted its first Inland Northwest
Region Championship swim
meet on April 2, which was a
record setting fundraiser event
for the swimmers.
The club profited close to
$2,500 at the event, which is
at least twice as much as the
club is normally able to raise in
a year, according to senior Jaegger Olden, club member and
event coordinator.
According to Olden, the club
would hold more generic fundraisers in the past, but since the
club has been improving on the
meets they put on, it can focus
more on making money through
swimming events.
“I think it’s gonna be a dra-

matic change,” Olden said. “It’s
gonna be probably the main
fundraiser for every year.”
In order to run these events,
the club needed to download
the Meet Manager computer
system, which gives the club
the room and speed to store
and record all the data at the
event to report to U.S. Masters
Swimming (USMS).
Last year Olden spearheaded the idea of hosting meets
for the club.
“Meets are kind of my thing
that I developed for the club
in order to help with fundraising,” Olden said. “Otherwise
we’d be doing boring stuff like
yard sales… This way it’s more
focused on swimming than
other [events].”
The money raised will

Litter in the pits
By Hunter Ventoza

ventozah@cwu.edu | @HunterVentoza

On a sunny spring day,
shooters drive miles on pot-hole
ridden roads with a car full of
ammo to spend their day off
enjoying their favorite outdoor
recreational activity.
They arrive at what is usually
an empty field. This time, overwhelming their customary view
of the surrounding green hills,
are mounds of beer cans, broken glass and empty cartridges.
Some recreational shooters
are littering local public lands,
shooting in unsafe locations and
damaging the local environ-

help fund the club’s trip to the
USMS National Championship
meet April 28 through May 1 in
Greensboro, North Carolina.
Swimming clubs from across
the nation participate in the
meet, and not all have affiliations with schools. Some clubs
are even comprised of Olympic
swimming competitors.
The club plans on sending
12 members to the meet.
“It’s great for us to actually get this opportunity to go to
nationals and bring as many
people as we’re bringing,” said
freshman Connor Ridgeway.
It will cost the team $9,300
to travel to nationals this year.
$5,000 of that was received
from club sports funding and
the other $4,300 was produced
by individual swimmer fees,

profits from the championship
meet and contributions from the
team’s account.
This is just Central’s second
year hosting USMS swim meets,
and the events are becoming
easier to run each time for the
club due to experience, according to senior Sarah Olden,
club president.
Sarah and Jaegger Olden
received recognition for the success of the event from the Inland
Northwest Region board, which
will go far for the club’s chances
of hosting other big events and
more championship meets.
It wasn’t just Sarah and Jaegger Olden behind the scenes of
the event though. Many different swim-club members and a
few members of Central’s other club sports volunteered their
time for the event.

It was a learning experience for some of the younger
club members.
“It was something I haven’t
done,” Ridgeway said. “I’ve
never actually ran a swim meet,
so it’s good for me to see how it’s
actually ran… it’s good to be on
the other end.”
The club will hope to duplicate the success swimming had
as a varsity sport at Central in
the 1980s when they head to
North Carolina. Central took
home five-NAIA national titles
in men’s and women’s swimming between 1984 and 1987.
Jaegger Olden said that next
year there will be Central swimming alumni at the club’s big
meet, including many from the
1984 team that was inducted
into Central’s athletic Hall of
Fame in 2014.

Outdoor/Recreation

ment, a problem acknowledged
by the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife
(WDFW) that was addressed
last year, but no further action
has been taken.
Many students and local
community members alike enjoy target shooting; it’s a pastime
for many in the Ellensburg area.
Between 2005 and 2010,
Ellensburg has seen a population increase of 1,400 people,
according to the United States
Census Bureau.
As the Kittitas Valley sees an
influx in population levels, more
- See “Litter” page 16

Hunter Ventoza/The Observer

Popular shooting pits around the Kittitas Valley are being neglected by it’s users, whom are failing to pick up their trash.
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Anderson legacy
continues on
By Ryan Kinker

Kinkerr@cwu.edu | @RKinker94

Collegiate varsity sports and
sports clubs typically create
bonds with their communities,
and Central’s rodeo club has an
upcoming opportunity to show
its connection to the rodeo culture of Ellensburg.
From Friday through Sunday, the 2016 Todd Anderson
Memorial Rodeo will take place
at Ellensburg’s Rodeo Arena.
The rodeo is put together by the
Rodeo Club at Central as a way
to memorialize Todd Anderson, an important figure in the
team’s history.
Anderson was a 22-year old
student at Central who died in
a house fire on Jan. 5, 2003. He
was a four-year member of the
team, as well as the club’s president that school year.
“He was very involved with
the rodeo club and rodeo,” said
35-year old Noah Wagner, who
was one of Anderson’s friends
and roommates at the time of
the fire. “He was one of the reasons I got involved in the club,
he lived and died for that stuff.”
The rodeo is an important
event for the Central students
who compete, as it serves as
their yearly home meet and an
attempt to qualify for the College National Finals Rodeo.
“We have a certain set of regional rodeos that we compete
in to qualify for nationals,” said
Jonnie Crossland, senior public
relations major who serves as the
current Rodeo Club president.

“That can be done individually
or as a four member team.”
The contributions by the
Ellensburg community and Anderson’s family and friends creates an atmosphere appreciated
by the competing students.
“We receive a lot of support
from the Andersons,” Crossland
said. “[The Andersons] and the
community are main reasons we
can even have the rodeo. It’s a
lot of hard work, but it’s very rewarding.”
While the rodeo serves as a
stepping stone towards higher
goals for the Rodeo Club, with
events such as barrel racing,
goat tying and bull riding, there
are also events held to memorialize Anderson’s impact on the
local rodeo.
One is a silent auction that
begins Friday night, with the
proceeds going towards the
Todd Anderson Memorial
Scholarship. The scholarship is
received by a Rodeo Club member each year.
The other is a riderless horse
tribute, an event taken on by
Wagner and Anderson’s other
former roommate at the time of
his passing, James Whitescarver.
The ceremony consists of Wagner, Whitescarver, and their sons
riding their horses.
“A pony or horse follows us
without a rider, symbolizing a
horse for Todd,” Wagner said.
The tribute is somber, and
an important personal moment
for Wagner and Whitescarver,
the latter of which has named

sports@cwuobserver.com

Rodeo

Alyssa Darby/The Observer

The Todd Anderson Memorial Rodeo is this Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the Ellensburg Rodeo Arena.

his son after Anderson.
Wagner partakes in the event
hoping to maintain the rodeo
and Anderson’s memory for

many years to come.
“We named [the rodeo] after
a tragedy,” Wagner said. “But
it’s become a great memorializa-

tion of who he was. It’s James’
and I’s goal one day to pass this
tribute onto our kids, to one day
take over what we do.”

Track & Field

Wildcats sprint to first home meet of season
By Mitchell Johnson

Wildcats to watch

Johnsomitc@cwu.edu | @SportsWithMitch

For the first time since November, Tomlinson Stadium will
be hosting a competition and it’s
not spring football practice.
Central is hosting the Spike
Arlt Invitational on April 22
and 23, the only home track
and field meet of the season,
with the Wildcats at the tail end
of their outdoor season.
Assistant jumps coach Tony
Monroe said the meet is a good
place to showcase the track team
to alumni and record holders.
The stands are filled with their
peers, friends and family who
create a unique environment for
the athletes.
Teams came from Washington and Oregon to compete in
the event last season. The Wildcats won on both the men’s and
women’s sides.
Home cookin’
The comfort of being at
the place they practice is a nice
change of pace for the constantly traveling track and field
squad.
“Other meets we are traveling three to four hours, getting

Men’s Individual:
Bernari Sternen, Senior
400-meter Hurdles
Luke Plummer, Senior
Triple Jump
Women’s Individual:
Dani Eggleston, Senior
3000 Steeplechase
Tayler Fettig, Senior
High Jump
Ali Anderson, Sophomore
Heptathlon
Relay Teams to Watch:
Men’s 4x100
Men’s 4x400
-All listed athletes and teams are ranked first in GNAC

Nick Terrel/The Observer

Senior Bernarni Sternen leaps over a hurdle during Central’s 2014 Spike Arlt Invitational Track & Field Meet.

off a bus then competing and
here you can sleep in a little bit,”
said senior Marinah Bentley, triple jumper. “You just walk over
to the track and you’re ready to
go.”
Her twin sister, senior Moriah Bentley, high jumper, agrees.
“I feel like a lot of people
hit [personal records] a lot at

the home meet because we’re
comfortable here, and this is
the place we’ve been practicing
at for so long,” Moriah Bentley
said. “When competition comes
it makes us go a little harder.”
Junior sprinter Diamond
Martin said the coaches have
her and the team look up pictures of the track in order to vi-

sualize and give them a sense of
setting. She will not have to do
that at the home meet.
“It’s your track and you’ve
been practicing on it all year so
you know what it’s all about,”
Martin said.
She also believes that the
home track meet gives other
Central sport teams a look at

what track is all about and the
passion the team brings to the
sport.
Many athletes look forward
to the event all season.
“Last year we had the football players out, had a whole
bunch of families and it was
great weather so it’s really fun –
it’s my favorite meet of the season,” Marinah Bentley said.
- See “Track” page 16
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Baseball

Are Felix’s control problems for real?
Most walks in
a season
2008: 80
2009: 71
2010: 70
2011: 67
2006: 60
2015: 58

By Zac Hereth

sports@cwuobserver.com | @ZacHereth

For over a decade, Felix
Hernandez has been the shining gem of the Seattle Mariners franchise. As “The King”
began his 12th season on the
mound something has been
oﬀ—his command.
Through just three starts,
Hernandez has walked 13
batters, which is the second
most walks surrendered in a
three-game span. His record is
14 through three starts spanning from August 1 through 12
of 2009.
The Mariners’ ace is just
four-walks shy of tying his
career-high of 17 in a month
with two-scheduled starts remaining in April.
Although his control has
been suspect early this season,
he has been able to limit the
damage and is boasting in ERA
of 1.00 in those starts.
The numbers are concerning because as Felix has gotten
older, he has slowly lost his velocity and has relied more on
command and pitch movement
to get batters out. Hernandez
didn’t walk his 13th batter until
his ninth start of the season last

Courtesy of Flickr

After three starts, Mariners’ ace Felix Hernandez has walked ﬁve or more batters two times.

year, which came on May 22.
Even more discouraging is
that Hernandez struggled late
last year with his command and
had some of the worst outings
of his career.
He walked 13 batters in September, the most walks he gave
up in a month with ﬁve or less
starts all season, and also gave
up the most walks he has in a
season since 2011.
That followed a ﬁve-start
stretch where Hernandez gave
up 27 runs in 28.2 innings between July 29 and Aug. 28,
which ruined his chances for the

ﬁrst 20-win season of his career.
But maybe Hernandez
isn’t falling oﬀ. Maybe he’s just
been “eﬀectively wild” as Hall
of Famer Randy Johnson
would say.
As Hernandez’s walk numbers increased in September,
so did his strikeouts per inning
totals. That coupled with his
lowest ERA since May actually made September his best
month of the latter-half of the
2015 season.
Three games is far too small
of a sample size to say Hernandez has lost his control, and he

has only surrendered nine hits in
20 innings pitched this year.
There have been multiple
years now where baseball experts and fans have questioned
Hernandez’s
fastball-velocity
early in the season, only to see
him continue to dominate batters and watch his fastball gradually rise back to where it should
be throughout the season.
Not many big leaguers work
harder than Hernandez, and
the results may be from a minor mechanical issue the former
Cy Young Award winner could
easily ﬁx.

But one thing is for sure:
this organization needs to keep
a close eye on him. Hernandez
turned 30 on April 8 and has
logged more major league innings than most starters do by
the time they are 35.
Not many pitchers make
their major league debut at 19
and their ﬁrst opening day start
before turning 21.
Including this season, Hernandez has four years and
over $100 million left on the
seven-year contract he signed
in 2013. The contract holds a
clause that would allow the team
to exercise a $1 million cluboption for the 2020 season if
he misses 120-130 days with a
right elbow injury.
This gives the organization
about 101 million reasons to
hope these control issues aren’t
a sign of bigger things to come.
But knowing the work ethic of
Hernandez, this could easily
be a forgotten conversation in a
couple weeks.

Storage Units Available!
(509)962-4630

We have units for you in all sizes
from 5x6 to 10x25
Discounts offered to:
• CWU Staff & Students • Military
• Uhaul Customers
• Senior Citizens

1011 W Cascade Ct, Ellensburg, WA 98926
www.aaawildcat.com

Exit 106
University Way & Alder
(509)925-5542
(509)925-5442
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- “Litter” from page 13
and more people are taking advantage of the surrounding land
to target shoot.
Durr Road, located in the
Wenas Wildlife Area near Umptanum Road, is showing scars of
this pastime.
With the increased numbers
participating in target shooting,
local shooting pits are being neglected and piling up with trash.
Empty cartridges, broken
glass and even a car bumper are
just a few notable pieces of litter
around the shooting area.
According to the Washington State Legislature WAC
332-52-145, all target shooting
must take place in “developed
recreation facilities” or in areas
with “unobstructed, earthen
backstop capable of stopping
all projectiles and debris in a
safe manner.”
By Washington standards,
popular shooting pits like the
ones on Durr Road are not legal. Lacking a proper backstop,
these locations provide no guarantee to stop stray shots.
Such locations not only
pose an environmental hazard,
they also pose a threat to others
enjoying nearby public lands
whether or not they are participating in such activites.
“If there is not a decent
place [to shoot], these problems
will arise,” said Hal Mason,
president of the Kittias Valley

riﬂe and pistol club.
As president of KVRPC,
Mason has participated in
cleanups of the local shooting
pits, like Durr Road.
However, the problem extends further than those responsible shooters.
Kittitas Valley Riﬂe and Pistol Club (KVRPC), the local
range headed by Mason, oﬀers a
“heated, well lit and safe place,”
according to Mason, for those
responsible target shooters all
year long, reducing the hazards
associated with target shooting.
Such options are being
considered by Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
(WDFW), which manages the
Wenas Wildlife Area where
many of these rogue pits exist.
Currently, local community
members and organizations are
working to keep such sites clean
and safe.
Kittitas County Field and
Stream, based out of Ellensburg, hosts a yearly cleanup at
Durr Road sites.
This year’s cleanup took
place last Saturday, and
oﬀered volunteers doughnuts,
coﬀee and a hamburger for
their help.
Despite multiple attempts to
reach out to WDFW for an interview, they did not reply.
For more access on this issue or for further information
contact Cindi Confer Morries,
Wildlife Area Manager at (509)697-4303.

sports@cwuobserver.com

- “Track” from page 14
Over the weekend the Wildcats’ coaching staﬀ sent some
of their athletes to Long Beach,
California for the Beach Invite
while many others went to the
Northwest Nazarene University
Invite in Nampa, Idaho.
“The top mark holders in
our conference are going to California and the next bunch of
20 people are going to Idaho ,
and the rest the kids are resting,”
Monroe said.
Wildcats a leap above the
competition
Central is home to some of
the top jumpers in the GNAC.
Senior jumper Luke Plummer got a season best of 14.98
in the triple jump last weekend
in California, he is also leading
the GNAC in the event.
“[Central] is his favorite place to jump, so looking
for a good performance,”
Monroe said.
Junior McKenna Emert is
sitting 23rd in the country for
the pole vault, which is good for
ﬁrst in the GNAC.
Senior jumper Tayler Fettig
also had her season best in the
high jump over the weekend.
“She’s sitting right now
12th in the country, and couple
weeks ago she was sitting sixth,”
Monroe said.
According to Monroe, a
jumper who is sitting under the
radar for Central is freshman

Chase Tibbles/The Observer

Three Central runners spring down the track as they prepare for their home meet.

Zach Whittaker.
“Zach’s
been
having
some hard luck getting onto
the board, kinda coming in
becoming a ﬁrst year collegiate
athlete, getting used to it,”
Monroe said. “He’s got really
solid marks -- he could easily
be out there with Luke and be
one of the top three in the
conference.”
Speed demons
Two weekends ago, at the
War IX in Spokane, a team
made up of freshman Mariyah Vongsaveng, junior Tianna
Banfro, senior Ashley Harmon
and junior Madison Garcia
broke the school record for the
4x100 meter relay and ﬁnished
in ﬁrst place at the meet.
The runners set a goal
time before the race that they
felt they could hit with perfect
handoﬀ execution, according to
sprinters coach Bryan Mack.

“They came out and did it
perfectly and ended up running
faster than what they had they
set for themselves,” Mack said.
Two of the top Central
sprinters, Garcia and senior
Jordan Todd, both competed in
California last weekend.
Mack believes that competing in a big meet with some of
the nation’s top athletes and
then coming back to compete
again the next weekend can be
physically, mentally and emotionally draining for some of
Central’s competitors.
Mack rested sophomore
sprinter Garrett Steuk, who is
the ﬁrst leg of the men’s 4x100,
in order to give him fresh legs
going into the home meet this
weekend.
“He’s going to come out at
the home meet and I think he’s
going to run a season’s best
in the 100, got a good feeling
about that one,” Mack said.

Black Male[d]:

Saving Lives,
Salvaging Dreams

Tyrone Howard, PhD

Tyrone Bledsoe, PhD

April 25, 2016

April 28, 2016

Peril and Promise in the
Education of Black Males

7PM, SURC THEATRE
DOORS OPEN 6:30PM

7PM, SURC THEATRE
DOORS OPEN 6:30PM

Executive Director,
Black Male Institute;
Professor, Graduate School
of Education & Information
Studies at University of
California, Los Angeles.

Founder and CEO,
Student African American
Brotherhood (SAAB); a
“CNN Heroes” Class of
2015 nominee; named a top
social innovator by Ashoka, a
global association of leading
social entrepreneurs.

SPONSORED BY CAMPUS LIFE, AFRICANA & BLACK STUDIES, BROTHER 2 BROTHER (B2B), S.I.S.T.E.R.S.,
MALE SUCCESS INITIATIVE, AND SCHOLARS IN ACTION (SIA).
PART OF THE MASS INCARCERATION & RACIAL JUSTICE SERIES: WWW.CWU.EDU/INCARCERATION-DIALOGUE
Central Washington University is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: DS@cwu.edu

